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“It was as if some invisible jet impinged
upon them and flashed into white flame.”

T hese words, penned over a centu-
ry ago by the visionary H. G.
Wells in War of the Worlds,1 still

capture the feelings of laboratory workers
watching metal flame and melt under the
assault of a high power laser beam.
Whether a weapon of war or an aid to
mankind, a laser beam must be directed to
a specific location and held there for a par-
ticular result to be achieved.

Although in many laboratory settings,
standard mirrors and lenses will serve to
train laser beams, other applications re-
quire unprecedented pointing accuracy or
remote pointing control. In California,
where movies are big business, optical
trackers are being considered as an aid to
smooth camera panning while tracking
fast action scenes. Now let’s shift our at-
tention to the space industry. Today, when
two spacecraft dock with a precision of
millimeters, video cameras and human op-
erators are at the controls, but scientists are
hoping that in the not-too-distant future,
optical trackers will offer docking precision
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Figure 1 shows an optical tracking fam-
ily tree that illustrates the connections be-
tween various types of optical trackers. On
the passive side of the family, I’ve grouped
angle trackers. These can be very simple,
of the type shown in Fig. 2, but become
progressively more complicated as various
means are employed to improve the accu-
racy or increase the signal-to-noise per-
formance. For example, a rotating reticle
tracker2 places a sunburst sector wheel just
in front of the focal plane. Rotating the
wheel creates an electrical signal with tar-
get-angle information captured in its elec-
trical phase. Other variants create a peri-
odic electrical signal by nutating the re-
ceiver optics about a mean line-of-sight
(LOS). The instantaneous LOS thus
sweeps out a cone with small half-angle
and the target appears as a periodic “blip”
whose phase, relative to a sweep fiducial
mark, measures its angle relative to the
tracker’s mean LOS. Imaging trackers
measure the target angle relative to the
camera’s LOS by electrically determining
the image’s center of concentration, or
centroid, in its focal plane. Typically these
trackers are employed in tracking theodo-

which exceeds human resolution capabili-
ties. It is for these and many other applica-
tions that the laser tracker was invented.

Basic concepts of laser tracking 
Trackers fall broadly into two classes: ac-
tive and passive. An active tracker illumi-
nates its “target” with a laser source, while
a passive device records the location of the
target image in its focal plane. Active laser
tracker technology is used in:

· work surface measurement in 
precision machining;

· infrared (IR) Doppler radar;
· bar code tracking;
· robotic sensing/tracking;
· satellite-satellite communication 

link lockup;
· automatic highways;
· virtual and real movie studios;
· corneal mapping and contouring 

in ophthalmic medicine;
· CD/DVD players;
· law enforcement laser speed 

measurement;
· laser weld-seam monitoring;
· military applications.



sition. Unfortunately, that angular resolu-
tion, limited by the radar wavelength and
the antenna sidelobe structure, was not
sufficient to target distant aircraft. Soon
“conical scan,”a new technique, was devel-
oped to improve the angular resolution of
radar.3 Erteza rediscovered this technique4

and applied it to Gaussian laser beams (see
Fig. 3). Conical scan may have been used
by the Air Force to aid its Airborne Laser
Laboratory shootdown of a Stinger missile
in the early 1980s.

Conical scan and all other uncoopera-
tive target active tracking techniques em-
ploy a reflection of the high energy laser
from the target to act as a fiducial anchor-
ing a coordinate system to the target
against which the instantaneous position
of the high energy laser beam is measured.
A conical scan active tracker consists of a
laser system having a nutating mirror in its
optical train preceding the beam projector
telescope with a non-imaging optical re-
ceiver taking in the region of space
scanned by the laser. Two equal amplitude
sinusoidal signals 90° out-of-phase acting
along orthogonal axes drive the nutating
mirror. Nutation of the mirror causes the
laser beam to sweep out a cone in space. A

time marker, defined by a zero crossing of
one of the drive signals, acts as a fiducial. If
a target is located somewhere on the sur-
face of the cone, the receiver telescope will
pick up a blip, the arrival time of which is
compared with the fiducial. The ratio of
the arrival time interval to the scan period
times 360° defines the target’s angular po-
sition on the cone. Thus, knowing the an-

what angle the gimbal is actually pointing.
Figure 2 shows this error signal summed
together with the signal from the detector.
When the sum of the two signals is zero, or
null, the tracker LOS passes through the
target and will follow the target’s motion
within its field of view. At null, the tracker
LOS passes through the target and will fol-
low the target’s motion within its field of
view. While such a tracker is easy to build,
its design as shown here, is quite naïve. Its
biggest problem is detector noise in the
vicinity of the null, which may cause the
tracker head to execute random noise ex-
cursions about the null. However the de-
vice does illustrate the main components
of any optical tracker: an optical head and
a servo-loop controller.

A word about targets
A primary distinction between coopera-
tive and uncooperative targets is that for
the former, there is an on-board light
source or corner-cube to facilitate tracking
lock. Uncooperative targets are harder. Be-
low, we will describe several successful ap-
proaches to this problem.

The first active tracking against unco-
operative targets occurred during or just

after World War II. Radar underwent a
rapid development during the war from
its date of birth sometime in the late 1920s
to the end of the war. British-developed
magnetron technology provided inexpen-
sive high power, microwave sources that
radically transformed radar from a clumsy
low-power contraption with antenna sys-
tems resembling bedsprings to forms fa-
miliar today. Parabolic dishes replaced lin-
ear phased arrays, as the wavelengths grew
shorter and shorter. Shorter wavelengths
also meant that the angular resolution of
radar became better so that not only could
range to a target be determined but also a
rough measure of the target’s angular po-

lites that are often used to monitor rocket
launches. All of the trackers in the passive
branch may be improved with additional
illumination, although this is not essential
for their operation.

The other side of the family tree repre-
sents all active trackers. Here, with the ex-
ception of the illuminated angle tracker,
target irradiation by a pointer-laser not
only enhances the target’s signal-to-noise
ratio in the tracker receiver, but also plays
a direct role in determining its location.
For example, interferometric trackers used
in a number of industrial processes com-
pare a work-piece-reflected wave with a
reference wave to determine the work-
piece contour. Based upon the interference
between source and reflected waves, and a
master template, automated shaping ma-
chines create an exact replica of the tem-
plate.

It is interesting to examine a simple
passive-angle-tracker concept that features
most of the essential elements shared by
all trackers. The one major difference, as
we shall see, is the role the laser plays in ac-
tive tracker operation; this will be dis-
cussed below when we examine glint and
imaging, self-referencing trackers.

Figure 2 shows a simple, one-dimen-
sional (1D) passive angle tracker. The tar-
get is an assumed point source located at
an initial angle � relative to the tracker’s
LOS. A simple linear displacement detec-
tor in the tracker’s focal plane creates a
voltage proportional to the target image’s
displacement from the detector center lo-
cated on the system’s optical axis. As
shown, the tracker optical head is mount-
ed on an azimuth gimbal, which turns in
angle proportional to an error signal aris-
ing from the driver amplifier. An angle
sense signal from the gimbal measures at
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Figure 1.The tracking family tree shows relation-
ships between various kinds of optical tracking.

Figure 3. A picture version of the conical scan al-
gorithm. The nutating mirror causes the laser
beam to sweep out a cone centered on the laser
beam mean LOS. A target, located somewhere in
the beam’s path, reflects energy when it is passed
over by the beam.The time of that event relative
to an arbitrary fiducial determines its angular posi-
tion on the cone.A spiraling motion of the beam
around the target’s angular position eventually
places the beam’s mean center on the target, com-
pleting the target acquisition. In actual practice, the
nutating mirror is a small mirror in the optical
train before the laser beam director telescope.

Figure 2. A simple 1D passive angle tracker.



gular position of the target on the scan
cone and the amplitude of the cone is suf-
ficient to devise a strategy for positioning
the laser beam on the target. If the target is
large, there may be several glints returned
as the beam sweeps over it, which may
cause some pointing confusion. This is the
case with all glint-trackers, including con-
ical scan and LAser CROSSbody Trackers
(LACROSST).

The LACROSST and conical scan algo-
rithms are closely related, and both are
members of the glint-tracker family. Let’s
see how LACROSST5-9 works in one di-
mension. Suppose the target is a cylinder
located some distance away from the laser.
Let the laser beam be oscillated, or
“dithered,” up and down somewhere in
the vicinity of the target. Here up and
down is in a direction perpendicular to the
cylinder axis. If any portion of the beam
intercepts the target, the telescope receiver
located near the laser transmitter will pick
up a periodic signal. This periodic signal
is compared with the periodic signal driv-
ing the oscillating or dither mirror. If it is
in phase, the average center of the beam is
above the target; on the other hand if it is
180° out of phase, the average beam center
is below the target.

Figure 4 illustrates this contention. It is
obvious from the figure that as the average
beam center crosses the cylinder midline,
the fundamental dither frequency disap-
pears, as do all odd dither-frequency har-
monics. If the average laser beam center
continues to move in the same direction,
the fundamental dither frequency reap-
pears with increasing strength but flipped
in phase.

The chart in Fig. 5 shows how the rela-
tive return-signal amplitude varies as a
function of average dithered Gaussian

laser beam spot size ratio to the displace-
ment. Notice that the fundamental has
completely disappeared, leaving behind a
small second harmonic component when
the average beam center falls exactly on
the cylinder midline. The return signal
changes phase when the beam centroid
moves over the center (glint) line of the
target’s cylindrical curvature. Time-inte-
grating this phase change leads to an error
signal that will correct the average beam
pointing so that it will lock the average
center of the laser beam onto the glint line.
A first-order servo-loop accomplishes this
task.

A notional first-order loop is shown in
Fig. 6. The laser beam leaves its launch tel-
escope after receiving a small angular
dither about 10–15% of the focal spot, ex-
pressed as an angle. A glint reflects energy
into the telescope receiver, and is brought
to focus on a detector element. Note that,
unlike the case with other trackers, here
there is no requirement that the receiver
telescope must “look through” the trans-
mitter telescope and be co-boresighted
with it. This is an important feature of all
glint track devices—they are self-referenc-
ing. In other words, the coordinate refer-
ence against which the instantaneous laser
beam position is measured is attached to
the target itself. This means that certain
common-path noise sources, such as at-
mospheric turbulence, will have little ef-
fect on track accuracy. The dither signal
emerging from the receiver telescope is
first multiplied by a copy of the mirror
drive sinusoid and then applied to an inte-
grating amplifier. The output of the inte-
grator is the error signal—negative if the
beam is too high and positive in the oppo-
site case. The rate at which the fast steering
and dither mirror changes and in what di-

rection are proportional to the error sig-
nal magnitude and sign. Hence, the beam
will exponentially settle on the glint line
with a decay constant set by the integrator
time constant.

A mathematical analysis of the received
signals has been worked out. For example,
one can show that the received dither sig-
nal from a 1D scan across a cylinder by a
Gaussian beam is expressed as an integral
over the cylinder body:

In this equation, � is a dimensionless
time (the product of the time times the
angular dither frequency); W, the cylinder
diameter; �, the displacement of the aver-
age beam center measured in units of
beam radius; � is the dither amplitude also
expressed as a fraction of the beam radius
in the target plane; and � is the ratio of the
beam diameter to that of the missile. Syn-
chronous detection by multiplying the re-
ceived signal by the dither mirror driver si-
nusoid followed by integration yields the
error signal. It can be computed from Eq.
1 by expanding the exponential function
in a Fourier–Bessel series, multiplying it
term-by-term with the dither mirror driv-
er cosine and integrating the product,
term-by-term over a dither period. For
small dither amplitude and displacements,
for the integrated error signal we have:

A plot of E versus � (Fig. 7) is the servo-
loop error characteristic.

According to Fig. 7, the capture range
of the tracker is plus or minus a little less
than three beam widths. The rate of cap-
ture, however depends on the location of
the beam average center on this diagram
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Figure 6.A first-order servo-loop to lock a laser
onto the glint line of a cylindrical target.

Figure 4.The return signal from a target “glint” is
either in phase with the driver or 180 ° out-of-
phase depending on whether the average laser
beam position is above or below the cylinder cen-
ter line (glint line).

Figure 5. Relative glint return from a 1D scan
across the body of a cylinder with a Gaussian irra-
diance-profile laser beam.The quantity d is the dis-
placement of the average beam center, expressed
in beam radii.
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when it is first turned on. If it is within a
beam diameter, it will lock onto the target
center line at a rate dictated by the curve’s
slope through the center. But any average
positive or negative error signal will even-
tually send the beam to the cylinder center.

The 1D LACROSST dither algorithm
has been extended to two dimensions.
Dither in two dimensions is a Lissajou pat-
tern. For acquisition, the dither amplitude
is increased to cover a search area. When
the target is located, the system reduces the
dither amplitude to a small value, typically
a tenth of the spot diameter at the target.
Interestingly, one may choose the two
dither frequencies in a number of ways to
create 2D search “patches” of rather arbi-
trary shape, in addition to the usual el-
lipses and squares. Some of these possibil-
ities are illustrated in Fig. 8. Besides cen-
troid tracking, the LACROSST first-order
dither loop is easily modified to make the
tracker seek edges. We have simulated
both centroid and edge tracking and find
that the algorithm is quite stable.

According to Figs. 4–8, beam dither is a
convenient means to sense the location of
the beam centroid relative to a glint facet
on a target. However it is not necessary!
Beam width modulation offers an interest-
ing alternative.

Back in the early 1980s, I was curious
about the nature of an optical far-field cre-
ated by an aperture that was width-modu-
lated. It turns out that for small modula-
tion indices, the far-field of a Gaussian
laser beam in a direction perpendicular to
the harmonic chopper blades is rich in
chopper harmonics. The experiment and
analysis were published10 in 1985, and it is
from this paper that I picked up several of
the illustrations shown on this and the fol-
lowing page (Figs. 9–12). A Bulova tuning
fork optical chopper was placed near the
aperture of a He–Ne laser and adjusted so

that, according to our power meter read-
ings, it intercepted only about 10% of the
beam. Its resonant frequency was 400 Hz.
Some 15.5 m distant was the target, in this
case a thin 0.38-mm taut wire positioned
vertically in the plate holder of an old,

computer-controlled, motorized holo-
graphic stage shown in Fig. 9. We assumed
that the wire, corresponding to about 1/20
of the laser’s far-field Airy disk, would be a
good sampler of the far-field distribution
in one dimension.

We built a general analog processor
that permitted us to dither-track the wire
at various chopper harmonics as well as
experiment with ditherless tracking. The
details of the dither tracking have already
been described above, but ditherless track-
ing came unexpectedly. Figure 10 shows
the result of one sweep with the wire sam-
pler. Deep notches in the patterns result
when the phase of the signal changes sign.
The “size” of the far-field spot is indicated
by the DC figure. Phase reversals occur
very near the center of the pattern in the
third harmonic plot. Figure 11 indicates
how we accomplished the ditherless track.
The Bulova generator drove the chopper
blades at their resonant frequency, 400 Hz.
Scattered power from the wire is picked up
by the receiver telescope and the preampli-
fier output is passed through a 1200 Hz fil-
ter with a bandwidth of 100 Hz or so. Out-
put from the Bulova generator is phase-
locked to create a third-harmonic, 1200
Hz. The filtered output is then synchro-
nously detected with a sample from the
third-harmonic generator, integrated and
applied to a mirror drive circuit dia-
grammed in Fig. 11.

Figure 12 shows what the first-order
servo-loop error characteristic curve looks
like. There are three stable points at which
the positive slope crosses the zero axis.
When turned on, the system will lock up
to the nearest of these. Although there is
no phase reversal exactly at the center of
the beam as a result of symmetry of the
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Figure 8. Various Lissajou patterns obtained by
changing the frequency of the orthogonal scans.

Figure 7. Centroid track error signal as a func-
tion of d, the beam center displacement from the
cylinder center line. Figure 9.The target end of the beam-width mod-

ulation experiment. The rectangular object is the
motor-driven holographic plate holder with the
thin wire sampler.



modulating system, the closest one is
about 15% of the Airy disk diameter. We
succeeded in locking the laser to the near-
est phase reversal on a number of occa-
sions and in fact, found that tracking was
quite robust. We introduced a knife-edge
into the beam just beyond the Bulova
chopper, and, although the far-field was
badly distorted, tracking the moving wire
continued. A hot soldering iron
under the beam also failed
to disrupt the tracking. A
mathematical analysis
of the aperture-mod-
ulated signal is given
in Ref. 8.

The two active-
tracking methods 
we have described 
so far  are  glint-
trackers —that is,
they establish a coordi-
nate system attached to
the target with a specu-
lar-reflecting target facet
as the origin. In such a
self-referencing system,
the laser beam position
is always measured rela-
tive to the glint point and correction sig-
nals applied to the beam steering mirror
ensure that the beam remains locked to
the glint. Contrast this situation with that
shown in Fig. 2. The passive imager meas-
ures the position and orientation of the
target with respect to its frame edges. It is
boresighted with the laser, so that the im-
ager’s target centroid measurement is also
a measurement of the target’s angle rela-
tive to a space-fixed coordinate system in
which the laser’s principal ray is also
known. In general, it will be necessary to
direct the laser beam to some specified
point on the target, other than its center-
of-mass. Therefore the laser operator must
define an aim point offset angle for the
laser beam in this same space-fixed coor-
dinate system. If there are no measure-
ment noise sources, such as atmospheric
optical turbulence, or imager shot/back-
ground noise, then this open-loop aim
point offset will function properly. How-
ever, open-loop aim point designation is
rarely error free and, as a result, unaccepti-
ble beam jitter levels often occur. Glint
tracking allows us to avoid all of these
problems except for one, the most serious:
glints depend on target geometry, not on
the laser user's desire to direct the laser

beam to a point of his or her choice.
Is there an imaging analog of a glint

tracker, or in other words, a self-referenc-
ing scheme that preserves the right to
choose the aim point? The answer is yes.
Here is a quote from the Myth of Perseus,
taken from an Internet source, that gives
its name to the new tracker concept:

“ …He put on the sandals and,
with Hermes, flew to the

Land of Hyperboreans in
the far west to a cave

where Medusa lived.
She was sleeping
when he arrived,

and he crept up to
her, watching her in
his polished bronze

shield, a gift of the
goddess, Athena, and

cut her head off with his
sword…”

Perseus avoided being
petrified by looking at
Medusa directly. Car-
avaggio’s painting sug-
gests why. The basic

problem to be overcome in the design of
an IR in-band, self-referencing imaging
tracker is to avoid being “petrified” (expe-
riencing focal plane overload) by 30 to 40
dB difference in received energy from var-
ious portions of the image of a target be-
ing illuminated by the (possibly) high
power laser. While it is possible to adjust
the focal gain to image only the laser “hit-
spot,” in this case all reference to the tar-
get’s IR image is lost. However, not adjust-
ing the focal plane gain will lead to a badly
distorted image that results from photo-
electron leakage from pixels recording the
laser reflection to adjacent pixels. In both
cases, the resulting images are useless for
tracking.

There are several possible remedies for
this problem. The first applies to lasers
with a single output line. One might de-
vise a narrow optical notch filter at the
laser wavelength to reduce the pixel over-
load under the laser reflection image. This
remedy, unfortunately, is a poor solution
for multi-line laser output. A second rem-
edy is to conduct observation of the laser
beam and target image in two different IR
bands using a so-called “dichroic track-
er.”11 Although this approach will work, it
will be compromised to some degree pre-
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Figure 13. Caravaggio’s frightful Gorgon
Medusa turns men who gaze at her di-
rectly into stone. Fortunately, this curse
does not affect museum viewers.

Figure 12. Error characteristic for third-
harmonic ditherless tracking.

Figure 11.The experimental set-up used to track
the wire target motion at 1200 Hz.

Figure 10. DC, fundamental and third-harmonic
scanned profiles of the width-modulated far-field
spot.The width between the hack marks in the fig-
ures is 2pl/d, where d is the average slit width.



cisely because the image and laser observa-
tion bands are different and subject to dif-
ferent degrees of atmospheric turbulence
disturbance and aerosol extinction. The
best solution is a device that does not de-
pend on the wavelengths12,13 employed.

This is where the PERSEUS magic mir-
ror comes in. Figure 14 illustrates the basic
principle. A distant image is relayed to the
second-image-plane focal-plane array. If
any pixel exceeds a preset threshold dur-
ing a frame read-out time, the reflectivity
of the corresponding pixel (or pixel block)
of the digital mirror device (DMD) is re-
duced by action of the automatic limit
control electronics. Therefore the dynamic
range of an image containing a very bright
spot and the remaining scene are com-
pressed into a dynamic range well within
the capacity of the focal-plane array. The
pitch of one popular DMD array is about
16 �m with a 1-�m clearance. The arrays
come in popular sizes up to more than a
million micromirrors with typical overall
dimensions of 22 x 37 mm. Contrast ra-
tios are at least 100:1. Each micromirror is
coated with a reflective aluminum alloy
and is attached to its silicon substrate by a
torsion bar running diagonally under-
neath it, and can assume two stable states
at + and – 10° of surface-normal deflec-
tion. A charge, corresponding to a binary
“1” placed in the well underneath the mi-
cromirror, causes it to deflect to the +10°
stable state, otherwise it reverts to its –10°
state. Switching times are microseconds in
duration. At a usual TV frame rate of 60
Hz, average reflectivity of a given mi-
cromirror is established by driving it with
a pulse signal at a high repetition rate, hav-
ing a desired duty cycle or pulse duration.
The mirror is defined as in its reflective
state if the micromirrors are in their +10

degree position and the assembly as a
whole is tilted to reflect the image in a de-
sired direction. Then a micromirror’s av-
erage reflectivity is simply a proportional
fraction of the time the micromirror
spends in its +10 degree position.

Figure 14 diagrams how the PERSEUS
concept might be implemented. In this
figure, the input scene is split between a
laser-spot focal-plane array and the DMD
mirror. A narrow-band filter in the lens
plane rejects all light except that from a se-
lected laser line (or lines). Hence the “laser
spot array” detects the instantaneous re-
flection of the laser beam from the target.
The filter is narrow enough to reject most
of the thermal signal, thus ensuring that
the reflected signal records the instanta-
nous laser beam spot position on the tar-
get. After reflection from the DMD, the
image array registers the target image with
the laser spot irradiance reduced to the
threshold set by the electronics. From the
diagram, Fig. 15, and the details revealed
in U.S. Patent 5900620,13 it is clear that the
image array and the laser-spot array are
co-registered and held in a rigid frame also
containing the DMD. The separately
recorded target centroid and laser image
are sufficient to establish a coordinate sys-
tem fixed to the target and a measurement
of the laser hit spot relative to that system.
The PERSEUS tracker is therefore self-ref-
erencing, and as a result, it is possible to
locate a desired position on the target for
the laser beam and to lock the beam to it.

This goal, yet to be accomplished in the
field, is realistic and within the scope of
our present technology. Moreover, just as
with other self-referencing trackers,
PERSEUS need not share a common opti-
cal path with the laser beam pointer, and
this may simplify the required optical
train.

I conclude this introductory article on
optical trackers by noting that I have only
scratched the surface of this fascinating
subject, stressing the areas I know best.
Undoubtedly there will be readers of this
publication who will feel slighted because
I have not covered their favorite optical
tracker in more detail, or because I haven’t
touched on optical tracking in the storage
medium business, for example. For those
who feel this way, I say, wait for the next 
article!
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Figure 15. A notional view of a self-referencing,
in-band tracker.

Figure 14. A simplified version of the PERSEUS
concept with a DMD in the first image plane.

The PERSEUS mirror may have a role to play in
laser metal cutting and weld-seam monitoring.


